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4.9Wonderful!

St Croix vacation
5/5 Stayed Apr 2023
Gina S.

Absolutely beautiful location and views. Truly paradise. Tons of space in the common areas with a
large northeast facing deck and southwestern facing patio with a great pool. Sliding doors to the patio
and pool securely lock, which was important traveling with our infant and toddler. Very clean. Has tons
of cooking essentials which is super helpful. Also has a highchair which was great for our infant. Matt
was great to work with. Attentive and available as needed. I would hdefinitely recommend this property
and hope to stay there again!

Published Apr 26, 2023

Amazing Views from hilltop
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Breeze B.

The views from all sides of the property were AMAZING!

We loved the privacy of this location, the amazing views, and spacious house.

Thank you for a great family vacation!

Published Apr 7, 2023

Lovely setting
4/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Alva G.

The owners could not have been nicer or more helpful. The house was the best equipped I have ever
stayed in from the kitchen amenities to pool and beach toys to new yoga mats. It has a great open
layout. Really has only 3 legitimate bedrooms as the 4th, which is an office with a bed on one wall,
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has no drawers or closet or bedside table and lamp. The furnishings in the house were quite tired and
frayed and largely a mishmash of styles. The throw rugs were scary in terms of what germs might be
in them.

We worked around the inconveniences and had a wonderful time.

Published Mar 23, 2023

Gotta love St. Croix
4/5 Stayed Jan 2023
Tom and Diana S.

House had beautiful views and a nice pool. Appreciate the pool floats. Location is very private except
the owner does stay on the property in the cottage next to the house. There were some things that
were good and some things not so good. Sliding doors kept getting stuck. Never could lock the master
bedroom slider. Ice machine stopped working after a day, pans to cook with were poor, and the house
needed a good cleaning. One guest said the electric outlets didn’t work in her bedroom/bath. (Take
your own hairdryer-the ones there are not great) I didn’t go on vacation to clean. Nice area to stay at,
close to all we wanted to do, and the ocean breeze made it a joy to be outside. Lots of beautiful
flowers and plants. If the house had been clean I would have given a higher ranking. No pillow
protectors which grossed us out. We did enjoy coming back to STX, we owned a home there for a few
years so I understand the challenges of island living, and probably couldn’t rent to people- that takes
guts. All and all, it could have been a perfect place, just needs some maintenance and attention to
things that matter to guests.

Published Feb 13, 2023

St croix Vacation
5/5 Stayed Oct 2022
Bob S.

Fantastic! Matt and Celeste were excellent hosts and the property is better than pictures can show.
Highly recommend!

Published Nov 5, 2022


